
Dr. Ivy Ge is a professor and author of The Art of Good Enough and Life Transformation Journal. She has a
unique game plan for helping students overcome self-doubt and anxiety, improving their communication
and decision-making skills, and preparing them for a thriving career ahead. Her student retention,
wellness and resiliency workshops are being successfully taught at UCSF, School of Pharmacy. As an 
award-winning author, Dr. Ge has transformed her life and offers students the tools to experience 
tangible improvements in their personal lives and on-campus experiences. She writes to inspire 
students to design their own destiny. Her self-help books empower students to pursue self-growth and
attain their goals. Her writings and interviews have been featured on PBS, Thrive Global, 
the Times of India, Midwest Book review, and Publisher's Weekly.

RETENTION TOPICS FOR STUDENTS AND STAFF
 

Leading Your Student Services to a Better Retention Outcome

Retention Based Programs on a Budget

Reverse Engineer Student Retention

Dr. Ge’s Keys for Building  Resiliency and Overcoming Obstacles

  

 
Connecting with the Need and Providing Solutions for Improved Outcomes

Effectively Pinpoint and Address the Emotional Triggers that Keep Students from Engaging

Take a Step Back and Discover What Really Resonates with Your Students

Discovery Tools that will Engage Students and Keep Them Moving Toward the Goal

REVERSE ENGINEER STUDENT RETENTION
Engaging and retaining students is a serious issue for campuses around the country. 

What unique tools can be implemented to get students to stay the course, 
and stand out in today’s competitive job market?

Dr. Ivy Ge’s Keys to Engaging and Retaining Your Students

“Dr. Ge uses her personal experiences and tools to reassure that self-lenience and inner honesty are key to staying the 
course and achieving my goals!”  - Alex Hyun, student

IvyGe.com/StudentRetention 
(415) 326-3655     Contact@ivyge.com

"The members of the Mechanics’ Institute values Dr. Ge's excellent talks on tools and resources to improve their outcomes.” 
- Taryn Edwards, Strategic Partnerships Manager at the Mechanics’ Institute

"Ge’s focus on persistence and methodology are inspiring.” - Publishers Weekly


